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黃帝內經素問  

《痹論篇第四⼗十三》  

Plain Questions, Chapter 43 

Treatise on Bì Impediment 
Introductory note: This translation is a draft version, prepared by Sabine Wilms for the purpose of teaching 
this chapter in the Classical Texts series at the School of Classical Chinese Medicine, National College of 
Natural Medicine. It is currently being taught by Long Rihui and Sabine Wilms. Please do not cite or share 
without expressed written permission by Dr. Wilms. 

	  

SECTION ONE 

（⼀一）黃帝問曰︰痺之安⽣生？  

（⼆二）岐伯對曰︰風寒濕三氣雜⾄至，合⽽而為痺也。其風氣勝者為⾏行痺，寒氣勝者為
痛痺，濕氣勝者為著痺也。 

（三）帝曰︰其有五者何也？  

（四）岐伯曰︰以冬遇此者為骨痺，以春遇此者為筋痺，以夏遇此者為脈痺，以⾄至
陰遇此者為肌痺，以秋遇此者為皮痺。 

1) The Yellow Emperor asked: “How is it that bì impediment is created?” 

2) Qí Bó replied: “When a medley of the three qì of wind, cold, and dampness reaches 
the body and blends together, it forms bì impediment. In this condition, if the wind qì 
prevails, the patient develops moving bì; if the cold qì prevails, the patient develops 
painful bì; if the dampness qì prevails, the patient develops adhesive bì.” 

3) The Emperor said: “How is it that there are five types of this bì?” 

4) Qí Bó said: “Encountering this condition in the winter causes bone bì. Encountering 
this condition in the spring causes sinew bì. Encountering this condition in the summer 
causes vessel bì. Encountering this condition at the time of reaching yīn causes muscle bì. 
Encountering this condition in autumn causes skin bì. 

Notes 

• 痹 bì “impediment”: Following Wiseman with a bit of discomfort, I translate this 
technical term, when it occurs alone, as “impediment,” but with the pinyin added 
to draw a connection for those readers who may be used to the name “bi 
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syndrome.” In compounds, I leave it in Pinyin as bì. According to the Shuowen 
dictionary, bì 痹 is defined as 濕病 “dampness disease,” but most medical sources, 
perhaps following Zhang Zhicong 張志聰, gloss it with an unrelated character 
with the same pronunciation as bì 閉 “blockage,” in the sense of obstructed flow. 
In non-medical literature, it is often translated as “paralysis” or “numbness.” 

• ⾄至陰 zhì yīn: Depending on the meaning of ⾄至, this phrase can be read either as 
“reaching yīn” (as I have done) or as “extreme/utmost yīn,” as Unschuld has done. 
Both meanings of this character are possible and found elsewhere in the Nèijīng. 
Without worrying about it too much, it is obvious in the present context that 
the expression here refers to the season associated with the spleen-stomach, 
which is also known as “Old Summer” 長夏 zhǎng xià, which is precisely the 
tipping point in the seasonal progression when yīn starts taking over after the 
extreme of yáng is reached at the height of summer. 

• 肌 jī: Depending on context, this term can be translated either as “muscle” (as in 
肌⾁肉, as it is defined also in the Shuōwén dictionary) or as “skin” (usually in the 
compound 肌膚). It is possible perhaps to understand it generally as the soft 
tissue directly under the outermost layer of the skin close to the exterior 
surface of the body. Given that skin bì is mentioned in the next sentence, I have 
chosen to read it in its perhaps more original sense as “muscle.” 

The key point to take away from this section is that there are only three etiologies, and 
hence three main types of bì impediment, namely wind, cold, and dampness. Directly 
reflecting the nature of the most dominant among these three evils, bì will present as 
running, painful, or adhesive bì respectively. 

Even though we see five different manifestations, these are related to the seasonal qì 
that is dominant in the external environment, which is allowing the pathogenic factors 
(wind, cold, and/or dampness) to invade different layers of the body: the bones in the 
winter (kidney-water), sinews in the spring (liver-wood), vessels in the summer (heart-
fire), muscles in the Old Summer (spleen-earth), and skin in the fall (lung-metal). 

 

SECTION TWO 

（⼀一）帝曰︰內舍五臟六腑，何氣使然？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰五臟皆有合，病久⽽而不去者，內舍於其合也。 

（三）故骨痺不已，複感于邪，內舍於腎。筋痺不已，複感于邪，內舍於肝。 脈
痺不已，複感于邪，內舍於⼼心。肌痺不已，複感于邪，內舍於脾。皮痺不已，複感
于邪，內舍於肺。 

（四）所謂痺者，各以其時重感於風寒濕之氣也。 
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1) The Yellow Emperor said: “What qì is causing [the wind, cold, and/or dampness] to 
take up residence internally in the five zàng and six fǔ organs?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The five zàng organs all have their matches. When a condition becomes 
chronic and fails to leave, it takes up residence inside [the body] through their [associated] 
matches. 

3) As such, when bone bì is not stopped and the patient additionally contracts another evil, 
it takes up residence in the kidney. When sinew bì is not stopped and the patient 
additionally contracts another evil, it takes up residence in the liver. When vessel bì is not 
stopped and the patient additionally contracts another evil, it takes up residences in the 
heart. When muscle bì is not stopped and the patient additionally contracts another evil, it 
takes up residence in the spleen. When skin bì is not stopped and the patient additionally 
contracts another evil, it takes up residence in the lung. 

4) What we refer to as bì is this doubled contraction with the qì of wind, cold, and/or 
dampness, each in its respective season. 

Notes 

• 合 hé “matches”: Translating the technical meaning of 合 in this context in 
such a way that it accurately reflects both the original meaning of the term 
and its medical meaning has proven challenging. According to Bernard 
Karlgren, the character 合 depicts a closely fitting lid over an opening. As 
such, the character means to fit closely, to match, to join together, but also 
to shut, to enclose, or even to have sexual intercourse in the compound 合陰
陽 “joining yin and yang.” In the context of the Neijing, the 合 ”match” of a 
zàng organ is that relatively more external physiological constituent that is 
directly associated with and linked to the internal zàng organ: the bones 
with the kidney, sinews with the liver, vessels with the heart, muscles with 
the spleen, and skin with the lung. We might want to visualize these 
“matches” here as the more external parts of the body that fit like a tight 
lid on a particular organ. 

 

SECTION THREE 

（⼀一）凡痺之客五臟者，肺痺者，煩滿喘⽽而嘔。⼼心痺者，脈不通，煩則⼼心下鼓，暴
上氣⽽而喘，嗌乾善噫，厥氣上則恐。肝痺者，夜臥則驚，多飲數小便，上為引如懷。
腎痺者，善脹，尻以代踵，脊以代頭。脾痺者，四肢解惰，發咳嘔汁，上為⼤大塞。 

（⼆二）腸痺者，數飲⽽而出不得，中氣喘爭，時發飧泄。胞痺者，少腹膀胱按之內痛，
若沃以湯，澀於小便，上為清涕。 

（三）陰氣者，靜則神藏，躁則消亡。飲食自倍，腸胃乃傷。 
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（四）淫氣喘息，痺聚在肺；淫氣憂思，痺聚在⼼心；淫氣遺溺，痺聚在腎；淫氣
乏竭，痺聚在肝；淫氣肌絕，痺聚在脾。 

（五）諸痺不已，亦益內也。其風氣勝者，其⼈人易已也。 

1) In all cases when bì intrudes into the five zàng organs, in the case of lung bì, it 
manifests as vexation and fullness and panting and vomiting; in the case of heart bì, as 
stopped flow in the vessels and vexation that results in drumming below the heart, 
fulminant ascent of qì with panting, dry throat and a tendency to belching, and jué 
reversal and qì ascent that induces fear; in the case of liver bì, as fright when lying down 
to sleep at night, increased drinking and frequent urination, and pulling above as if in 
pregnancy; in the case of kidney bì, as a tendency to distention and to the tailbone 
substituting for the heels and the spine for the head; and in the case of spleen bì, as 
sluggishness in the four limbs, coughing and vomiting fluid, and severe congestion above. 

2) In the case of intestinal bì, it manifests as frequent drinking but inability to eliminate 
[fluids], center qì panting and struggling, and periodic diarrhea with undigested food 
particles. In the case of bladder bì, as internal pain when pressure is applied to the lesser 
abdomen and bladder, as if being scalded with hot liquid, and in rough halting urination 
and clear snivel above. 

3) Concerning yīn qì, when it is quiet, the spirit is stored; when agitated, it melts away 
and perishes. If food and drink are doubled for no reason, the intestines and stomach 
sustain damage. 

4) Infiltrating excess qì [that presents with] panting [indicates that] the bì impediment has 
gathered in the lung. Infiltrating excess qì [that presents with] worrying [indicates that] 
the bì impediment has gathered in the heart. Infiltrating qì [that presents with] urinary 
incontinence [indicates that] the bì impediment has gathered in the kidney. Infiltrating qì 
[that presents with] exhaustion [indicates that] the bì impediment has gathered in the liver. 
Infiltrating qì [that presents with]  cut off muscles [indicates that] the bì impediment has 
gathered in the spleen. 

5) If not stopped, all these forms of bì can also increase internally. When wind qì among 
these is most dominant, in such patients the illness is easy to stop.” 

Notes 

• 鼓 “drumming”: It is possible to read this character in the sense of drum-like 
distention, in other words an extreme form of distention that causes the 
abdominal cavity to swell until it is tight like the top of a drum. Nevertheless 
I follow the standard reading, which interprets the term here as referring 
to a sensation of drumming, of rapid movement, which is sometimes 
compared to palpitations. Here it is a manifestation of the xié qì rising 
counterflow to harass the heart because of the blocked flow in the vessels. 
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• 尻以代踵，脊以代頭 “tailbone substituting for the heels and the spine for 
the head”: The meaning of these two phrases is somewhat unclear. As one 
option, this could be a description of severe physical distortion, where the 
tailbone sticks out lower than the heels and the spine higher than the head 
because the patient is so crouched over due to hypertonicity. As an 
alternative, the first phrase can be interpreted as inability to walk because 
the patient is so crippled that they have lost use of their lower limbs. Many 
commentators read it as a manifestation of 骨痿 “bone wilting.” 

• I have intentionally translated 上 as “above” instead of as “in the upper part 
of the body,” because depending on context “above” can also just refer to 
the relative location above the organ in question. So “pulling above” in the 
case of liver disease is likely here to not mean pulling in the upper body, but 
rather pulling in the upper abdomen or above the liver. 

• 中氣喘爭 “center qì panting and struggling”: This refers to the presence of 
gas in the abdomen that is moving around and causing intestinal rumbling. 

• 胞 bāo: This term literally means “fleshy wrapping” and most commonly 
refers to the uterus (as in the compound 胞宮 “wrapper palace”). In the 
present context, however, I read it more literally simply as “wrapper” and 
therefore translate it as “bladder.” 

 

SECTION FOUR 

（⼀一）帝曰︰痺，其時有死者，或疼久者，或易已者，其故何也？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰其⼊入臟者死，其留連筋骨間者疼久，其留皮膚間者易已。 

（三）帝曰︰其客於六腑者何也？ 

（四）岐伯曰︰此亦其食飲居處，為其病本也。六腑亦各有俞，風寒濕氣中其俞，
⽽而食飲應之，循俞⽽而⼊入，各舍其腑也。 

（五）帝曰︰以針治之奈何？  

（六）岐伯曰︰五臟有俞，六腑有合，循脈之分，各有所發，各隨其過，則病瘳也。 

1) The Emperor said: “In bì impediment, some patients die, some suffer from long-term 
pain, and some are easily cured. What is the reason for this?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “Those cases where the disease has entered a zàng organ end in death. 
Those where the disease lingers in the space of the sinews and bones suffer from long-
term pain. Those where the disease is retained in the space of the skin are easy to cure.” 
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3)  The Emperor said: “What is the situation like when it lodges in the six fǔ organs?” 

4) Qí Bó said: “In these cases as well, the patient’s food and drink and their living 
circumstances constitute the base of their disease. The six fǔ organs also each have their 
specific shū (transport) points, and when wind, cold, and/or dampness qì strike these 
points and food and drink resonate with this [pathological qì], they follow the points and 
enter, each taking up residence in its associated fǔ organ.” 

5) The Emperor said: “How do you go about treating such conditions with acupuncture?” 

6) Qí Bó said: “The five zàng organs have their shū (transport) points, the six fǔ organs 
have their hé (matching) points. Follow along the differentiation of the vessels, which 
each have locations where they erupt to the surface. In each case, by following to the 
location of their trespass, the disease will be cured.” 

Notes 

• The last line explains how you treat bì impediment that affects any of the 
zàng or fǔ organs by means of acupuncture: In the case of the zàng organs, 
you needle the associated shū transport points, and in the case of the fǔ 
organs, you needle the associated hé matching points. 

• 發 fā: Instead of reading it as referring to the vessel, as the point where 
the vessel rises to the surface, it could also be read as referring to the 
illness, in the sense of “each have their associated symptoms that erupt.” 
Commentators are not in agreement on this. Unschuld translates this as 
“each has a place where [its qì can be] effused. 

• Similarly, guò 過, which literally means “to pass over,” can be read as 
“trespasses” in the sense of the disease, in the sense of the locations where 
the vessels pass by, or simply as the location of the vessel. 

 

SECTION FIVE 

（⼀一）帝曰︰榮衛之氣亦令⼈人痺乎？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰榮者，⽔水穀之精氣也，和調于五臟，洒陳于六腑，乃能⼊入於脈也，
故循脈上下，貫五臟，絡六腑也。 

（三）衛者，⽔水穀之悍氣也，其氣慓疾滑利，不能⼊入於脈也，故循皮膚之中，分⾁肉
之間，熏於肓膜，散於胸腹。 

（四）逆其氣則病，從其氣則愈 。不與風寒濕氣合，故不為痺。 
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1) The Emperor said: “Can the yíng (provisioning) and wèi (defense) qì also make 
people suffer from bì impediment?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “Yíng (provisioning) is the essentialized qì of water and grain. Given its 
state of being harmoniously attuned in the five zàng organs and spread out orderly in the 
six fǔ organs, it is able to enter into the vessels. As a result, it follows the course of the 
vessels up and down the body, threads together the five zàng organs and enmeshes the six 
fǔ organs. 

3) Wèi (defense) is the impetuous qì of water and grain. Given the fierce and rash and 
slippery nature of this qì, it is unable to enter into the vessels. Therefore it runs along 
inside the skin and in the divisions of the flesh, smolders in the membrane between the 
heart and diaphragm and disperses in the chest and abdomen. 

4) Making this qì run counterflow results in illness; making this qì follow its proper 
course means recovery. Because it does not unite with the qì of wind, cold, and dampness, 
it does  not cause bì impediment.” 

 

SECTION SIX 

（⼀一）帝曰︰善。痺或痛，或不痛，或不仁，或寒，或熱，或燥，或濕，其故何也？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰痛者，寒氣多也，有寒故痛也。 

（三）其不痛不仁者，病久⼊入深，榮衛之⾏行澀，經絡時疏，故不通，皮膚不營，故
為不仁。 

（四）其寒者，陽氣少，陰氣多，與病相益，故寒也。 

（五）其熱者，陽氣多，陰氣少，病氣勝陽遭陰，故為痺熱。 

（六）其多汗⽽而濡者，此其逢濕甚也，陽氣少，陰氣盛，兩氣相感，故汗出⽽而濡也。 

1) The Emperor said: “Excellent! Bì impediment might [presents with] pain, or with no 
pain, or with numbness, or with cold, or with heat, or with dryness, or with dampness. 
What is the reason for this?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The presence of pain means a preponderance of cold qì, because when 
there is cold, this causes pain. 

3) The absence of pain and presence of numbness means that the disease has over a long 
time entered deeply into the body, making the movement of yíng (provisioning) and wèi 
(defense) rough and the [content in the] channels and network vessels sparse at times. 
Hence we see lack of movement and lack of nourishment in the skin, which causes the 
numbness. 
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4) The presence of cold means a scarcity of yáng qì and a predominance of yīn qì. Being 
reinforced by the disease, hence we see cold. 

5) The presence of heat means a predominance of yáng qì and a scarcity of yīn qì. The qì 
of the disease causes the yáng qì to prevail while the yīn qì suffers defeat. Therefore we 
see bì impediment heat. 

6) The presence of increased sweating and soaking, means that this patient’s encounter 
with dampness has been severe. With yáng qì being scanty while yīn qì is thriving, these 
two qì [of dampness and yīn] stimulate each other, which is the reason why we see 
sweating and soaking.” 

 

SECTION SEVEN 

（⼀一）帝曰︰夫痺之為病，不痛何也？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰痺在於骨則重，在於脈則⾎血凝⽽而不流，在於筋則屈不伸，在於⾁肉則
不仁，在於皮則寒，故具此五者，則不痛也。 

（三）凡痺之類，逢寒則蟲，逢熱則縱。 

（四）帝曰︰善。 

1) The Emperor said: “Now, when bì impediment causes illness, why is it that 
[sometimes] it does not cause pain?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “Bì being located in the bones causes heaviness; located in the vessels, it 
causes blood to congeal and not flow; located in the sinews, it causes bending over but 
not stretching; located in the flesh, it causes numbness; located in the skin, it causes cold. 
For this reason, all these five types result in conditions without pain. 

3) In all the various categories of bì impediment, encountering cold results in tension; 
encountering heat results in slackness.” 

4) The Emperor said: “Excellent!” 

Notes 

• 蟲 chóng: Commentators have interpreted this character variously as a 
textual error, as I have done, or literally as meaning “insects,” here in the 
sense of a feeling of crawling insects on the skin, or as identical with 痋 , 
which has the meaning of “soreness” as in the Shuowen dictionary equation 
of that character with 疼. Following Wang Bing, I read it as a textual error 
primarily because the version of this text in the Jiǎ Yǐ Jīng 甲⼄乙經 has 急 
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“tension” here instead of 蟲 and it serves as a perfect contrast to the 
following slackness in cases of heat. 

 

 

 

 

 


